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As I write this, my kitchen is fully opera-
tional but yesterday it resembled a film set.
Several large lights crowded the worktops,
a camera stand prevented any kind of swift
movement from one side of the room to
the other and a green screen blocked access
to the fridge, which is never helpful. My
kitchen bin took pride of place in front of
the green screen, serving as the cocktail
table I don’t possess. Being shorter than a
real cocktail table, it had three weighty
tomes stacked on the top, all draped with a
black woollen scarf, in lieu of a tablecloth.
Next to the bin was one of my kitchen bar
stools which has a tendency to sink at in-
opportune moments – not great when 
you are broadcasting live on Instagram 
and suddenly only the top of your head is
visible! 

Zooming in on this scene you would
have spotted a plate of delicious Iberico
pork and an intriguing cocktail (called a
Stinky Weasel) sitting alongside a little
stuffed seal attached with a dog’s lead to a
faux fur stole. e seal was my best effort

at replicating the stoles made from weasel
pelts, heads still attached, worn by the
women in two separate portraits by
Renaissance artists Parmigianino and
Lorenzo Lotto.

e point of all this craziness is that I
have been making little videos about art in

my kitchen. I began before lockdown with
a series about the National Gallery’s exhi-
bition of six Titian paintings called “Love,
Desire, Death” (which is rather wonder-
fully going to be extended so we have the
opportunity to enjoy it), and things have
evolved from there. If you had told me
back in March that I’d be making cocktails
and fashioning ‘weasel’ accessories, I’d have
laughed or choked on my Cosmopolitan.
e thing is, laughter is a great tonic and
that’s what I’ve been hoping to bring to
people in these strange times, along with
some of the more unusual aspects of paint-
ings from the past. So I’ve developed a
conceit called “Curated Canapés and
Cocktails”, whereby I find canapés and a
cocktail recipe to suit the theme of the
talk. e first offering was titled “Devilled
Eggs”, during which I chatted about the
artist Piero di Cosimo, who pretty much
lived on hard-boiled eggs, while piping the
devilled egg canapés of the title. It was a
calamitous canapé catastrophe – they were
inedible by the time I’d finished with
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them. You live and learn.
You may by now, quite reasonably, be

wondering where exactly weasels enter into
the equation and why they took centre
stage in an art talk. Are you ready for a bit
of madness? e ladies in the two portraits
by Parmigianino and Lorenzo Lotto have
two things in common: they are both
wearing a dead weasel and pointing to-
wards themselves as they look out towards
the viewer. e perceived wisdom is that
they are trying to get pregnant. In the 16th
century, weasels were a fertility talisman
because it was widely believed that they
conceived through their ears and gave
birth through their mouths – in the same
way that the Virgin Mary may have con-
ceived when the Angel Gabriel whispered
into her ear. Of course, history doesn’t ac-
tually record how she gave birth but if I

was a lady who liked to bet, I wouldn’t put
my money on Jesus being delivered
through her mouth. In any event, these
ladies are touching their wombs while
holding a weasel pelt in the hope that they
will be blessed with the miracle of preg-
nancy. One can only hope that they didn’t
mistake the myth for reality and try to
conceive through their ears. 

Curated Canapés and Cocktails isn’t the
only thing that has kept me busy over the
past few months. I recently conducted an-
other art tour via Zoom. Without the pos-
sibility of being able to conduct guided
tours in the National Gallery, I confess
that I was initially bereft. My passion is
sharing my knowledge and watching peo-
ple experience the joy of discovering some-
thing new or recalling old knowledge once
forgotten. So in the initial stages of lock-

“The thing is, laughter is a great tonic and that’s what I’ve been hoping to bring
to people in these strange times, along with some of the more unusual aspects
of paintings from the past.”

Portrait of Antea (1520), Parmigianino. The Lady with an Ermine – Da Vinci (1489-1490)
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down, my thoughts turned to finding ways
to do this from home. I soon realised the
potential of Zoom and similar pro-
grammes, especially as fairly early on I de-
cided to livestream on Instagram twice a
week. ese have been the punctuation
points of my lockdown. I’m now writing
the script for my 26th livestream which
I’ve collectively entitled “Elevenses with
Lynne”. ese 15-minute vignettes cover
topics as diverse as the bearded woman;
Magdalena Ventura, who was immortalised
by Ribera; to Olga Brown aka Miss La La,
the extraordinary circus performer Degas
portrayed in his painting of the same
name. I’ve become used to the one-way
chat with my phone and I’ve now even
managed to set things up so that the mis-
chievous sinking bar stool is on its lowest
setting and can no longer plunge me into
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Jusepe de Ribera, The Bearded
Woman, 1631, Hospital de Tavera,
Toledo, Spain
This extraordinary painting is of
Magdalena Ventura, who began
to grow a beard at the age of 37.
Her facial hair is not the only
curiosity as she was 52 at the
time the portrait was made, but
yet is suckling a baby from a
breast that appears to have
grown in the centre of her chest.
The man behind her is her
husband and the inscription on
the right tells us that this is a
faithful portrayal. With the
exception, one hopes, of the
mono-boob.

Edgar Degas, Miss La La at the
Cirque Fernando, 1879, National
Gallery, London

The final flourish of Miss La La’s
signature act was to have a
cannon suspended from a
support that she held between
her teeth. If that wasn’t enough,
the cannon was then fired. In his
painting of Miss La La, Degas
depicts her suspended 70ft
above the audience. He went to
the Cirque Fernando where she
performed on several
consecutive evenings and made
numerous sketches to ensure he
captured the elegance and
daringness of her act.

Arty food & drink....

Stinky Weasel recipe 
1/3 shot tequila
1/3 shot rum
1/3 shot lemon juice
Sugar or sugar syrup to taste
Mix ingredients together in a shot
glass, best served chilled.

Piero di Cosimo

The Renaissance artist Piero di
Cosimo (1462–1522) was so afraid
of fire that he would hard boil 50
eggs at a time to reduce the
amount of time he spent cooking.
It’s reported that these formed the
basis of his rather limited diet. He
was also frightened of the sound of
bells which must have been
somewhat challenging in 15th
century Florence.

Lynne Hanley is the founder of Beyond the
Palette Art Tours. She curates themed tours
for small groups and individuals in London’s
National Gallery, and offers regular virtual art
talks via Zoom which can be booked through
her website at www.beyondthepalette.co.uk.
In addition, she creates lively talks and videos

for YouTube and on social media. 
Instagram: lynne_beyondthepalette;
Facebook: arttoursbeyondthepalette;

YouTube: Beyond the Palette.
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obscurity outside the frame.
e Zoom tour I’m currently curating is

a take on one of my gallery tours, “Wicked
Women”. e difference now is that I don’t
have to restrict myself to the art available
in the National Gallery, as fabulous a treas-
ure trove as that is. Without those glorious
shackles, I’m able to revel in da Vinci as
well as Titian and Velazquez, and a myriad
of other artists and works from across the
globe. For example, I’ll be unravelling why
Cecilia Gallerani is calmly stroking an er-
mine in da Vinci’s Lady with an Ermine,
which is a work that I doubt I’ll ever be
able to present in real life as it’s in the
Czartoryski Museum in Kraków, Poland.
With regards to the ermine, the answer
isn’t clear cut. It could be a reference to her

lover, Ludovico Sforza, as it was one of his
personal emblems, but equally it may be a
pun on her name as the ancient Greek for
the ermine family is galê. ere are further
possibilities, some of which are compelling
but somewhat contradictory, such as the
ermine being a reference to her purity or
perhaps her pregnancy. Da Vinci, as ever, is
the master of enigma. However, if I men-
tion that ermine came under the umbrella
term of ‘weasel’ in the Renaissance era,
that last theory begins to make sense. Who
knew? My seal and faux fur number will
most certainly be making a guest appear-
ance for the Zoom tour. It could actually
pass as ermine if you squint or select
gallery view.

Lynne is delighted to offer readers of
FOCUS magazine a 15% discount on all
virtual or face-to-face tours. Please use

the code FOCUS15 at checkout. 
Offer valid for all tours booked 
before 31 December 2020.
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